Are you looking for the right fit in a practice where you can be mentored to become the
best doctor you can be? Is time with family outside of the practice a luxury you thought
you would not be able to have? Is having time for family and friends outside of work a
luxury you thought you could not have? Do you have a genuine desire to see more
medicine and expand your surgical skills? Have you always been interested in
orthopedics and wished you had a seasoned mentor to get you there? Is seeing exotics
and birds on your wish list? Would you like to work in a clinic culture where you can
grow, learn from one another and work with a group of fun professionals that are here to
support you? Are long term relationships with the pets and owners that you serve
something you would enjoy? Does living in a smaller community where the cost of living
is low and the number of friends you have is high, appeal to you? Would you like to
experience firsthand how rehabilitation and therapy can improve the outcome for a
patient? These are a few of the things you will enjoy at the Pekin Veterinary Clinic while
you are receiving top compensation and benefits. Our practice is in Pekin, which is a
community of 34,000 people in central Illinois. It is a wonderful place to live and raise a
family, while only 2 ½ hours from Chicago and St. Louis if you seek more action. Yes,
we are in the middle, so we have both Cubs and Cardinal fans on our team and the
bantering back and forth is great fun. Our facility is beautifully remodeled and pleasant
to work in. There are lots of toys to make practicing medicine fun, easier and more
efficient. Our clients have come to expect a quality work up and the very best medicine
that we can provide so use them! Some of the medical toys you get to use include a
GE Logiq e Vet ultrasound with doppler, laser and radio wave surgery, Med Rx unit,
digital radiology, video endoscopy, full in-house lab, orthopedic capability, digital dental
radiography, therapeutic laser and a complete certified physical rehabilitation center.
Dr. Jess is certified in Canine Rehabilitation and looking to share his knowledge of
rehab with you. We have a well-trained support staff that includes 6 CVTs, 3 Exam
Room Assistants and 4 Receptionists to support our 4.3 doctor team. As many people
have told us, “this clinic is a hidden gem that is worth a second look.” You can take that
look by logging into our website at www.pekinveterinaryclinic.com or better yet, see it in
person. We would love to show you how this practice and opportunity could be just what
you are looking for. Please contact Tammy by e-mail, phone or text. We are looking
forward to hearing from you.
Contact information: pekinvet@pekinvet.net or 309-241-6264

